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We examined a relationship between rupture propagation directions and the 19 
distribution of fault strength by analyzing seismological data from the earthquake swarm 20 
on the Yamagata-Fukushima border, NE Japan. This earthquake swarm exhibits a distinct 21 
hypocenter migration behavior and was estimated to be triggered by upward fluid 22 
movement after the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. We utilized the dense nationwide 23 
seismic network in Japan to estimate apparent source time functions of >1,500 small 24 
earthquakes (𝑀JMA ≥ 2). We found clear directional dependences of the peak amplitude 25 
and the pulse-width in the apparent source time functions, suggesting the earthquake 26 
rupture directivity, for half of the earthquakes. Based on the unilateral rupture model, 27 
rupture directions mostly avoid the directions of the hypocenter migration. The difference 28 
between the microscopic and macroscopic propagations of rupture might be explained by 29 
the spatial variation in the fault strength affected by pore pressure; ruptures of each 30 
earthquake are hindered from developing toward the region with higher fault strength 31 
ahead of the pore-pressure front. Estimates of stress drop systematically increased on 32 
taking the effects of rupture directivity into account. We observed a temporal increase in 33 
stress drop from 3 MPa to 10 MPa during the pore-pressure migration. 34 
  35 
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1. Introduction 36 
Dynamics of earthquakes and seismicity are dominantly affected by the states of 37 
stress and strength on the fault (Das & Aki, 1977; Kanamori & Stewart, 1978). For an 38 
improved physical understanding of an earthquake, it is important to examine seismicity 39 
and source process on the basis of the spatiotemporal variation in stress and strength. This 40 
task is usually challenging because of the lack of information about both stress and 41 
frictional states on the fault. 42 
Source process of earthquake, including the initiation, propagation and arrest of 43 
rupture, is affected by the spatial distribution of stress and strength on fault (Das & Aki, 44 
1977; Kanamori & Steward, 1978; Madariaga, 1979; Fukuyama & Madariaga, 2000; 45 
Urata et al., 2017). In this context, we can consider a basic cause for the rupture 46 
directivity: stress and/or strength gradients favoring the rupture of earthquakes toward the 47 
direction of reaching the failure criterion (away from areas of low stress or high fault 48 
strength). Variation of elastic properties across the fault lead to persistent rupture 49 
directivity by the strong dynamic reduction in normal stress (Weertman, 1980; Ben-Zion 50 
& Andrews, 1998; Ben-Zion & Huang, 2002; Ampuero & Ben-Zion, 2008). Small-scale 51 
heterogeneities in stress, strength, material properties, and/or their transient changes 52 
during the propagation might produce essentially random rupture directivities.  53 
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Rupture processes of large earthquakes have been widely examined by seismic 54 
waveform analysis (Hartzell & Heaton, 1983; Fukuyama and Irikura, 1986) under certain 55 
kinematic constraints. Previous studies have investigated their similarities and differences 56 
based on seismic waveform inversion under different tectonic regimes (Ye et al., 2016). 57 
Since investigations of earthquake rupture processes are usually limited to large 58 
earthquakes (M >5–7), it is difficult to discuss the cause of their similarities and 59 
differences by comparing many events under the same setting.  60 
Small- and moderate-sized earthquakes (M <~4) are often approximated as point 61 
sources. This is because of the difficulty of modeling high-frequency waveforms (> a few 62 
Hz) and the lack of signal recorded at the necessary high frequencies due to low sampling 63 
rate or noise. As a consequence, the fault plane is indistinguishable between the two nodal 64 
planes of a focal mechanism.  65 
Even a small earthquake has a finite fault length and width. Dominant frequency 66 
or pulse-width of waveform is often used for the estimation of fault size based on simple 67 
symmetrical circular fault models (Brune, 1970; Sato & Hirasawa, 1973; Madariaga, 68 
1976). If the real source process is asymmetrical or exhibits a significant directivity effect, 69 
the assumption of isotropic rupture evolution can lead to a large estimation error in the 70 
fault size and thus, the stress drops (Kaneko & Shearer, 2015). Recently, as data quantity 71 
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and quality have improved, directivity effects on seismic waves have been observed for 72 
moderate-sized (Hatch et al., 2018; Abercrombie et al., 2017; Boatwright, 2007; McGuire, 73 
2004; Seekins & Boatwright, 2010; Tan & Helmberger, 2010) and even smaller 74 
earthquakes (Chen, Jordan, & Zhao, 2010; Folesky et al., 2016; Tomic et al., 2009; 75 
Yamada et al., 2005). We can obtain information about the rupture propagation and the 76 
fault orientation by analyzing the directional dependence of the seismic wave. 77 
Since an individual earthquake is caused by an increase in stress and/or a reduction 78 
in strength, seismicity also should be affected by the evolution of stress and strength in 79 
the focal area. Migration of seismicity, which is frequently seen in earthquake swarms, is 80 
often interpreted as being associated with pore-pressure diffusion (Shapiro et al., 1997) 81 
in the crust. In fact, the migration behavior of hypocenters is similar to that observed in 82 
fluid-injection-induced seismicity (Julian et al., 2010; Parotidis et al., 2005). Migration 83 
behaviors of hypocenters could provide a clue to spatiotemporal variation in pore pressure 84 
and strength on the fault.  85 
The present study estimates the rupture directivity of small earthquakes in the 86 
evolving swarm activity in the Yamagata-Fukushima border. This earthquake swarm 87 
exhibits a distinct migration behavior of hypocenters and was estimated to be triggered 88 
by upward fluid movement after the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake (Yoshida & Hasegawa, 89 
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2018b). An important question is how the spatially varying fault strength and pore 90 
pressure affect the rupture of individual earthquakes and the evolution of the seismicity. 91 
Examining this earthquake swarm provides a unique opportunity for the relationship 92 
between the rupture propagation and the distribution of strength and pore pressure on the 93 
fault. Since the migration behavior of hypocenters along the planes can be seen as a 94 
macroscopic directivity of failure, comparing them with the directions of rupture 95 
propagation of individual earthquakes is of interest.  96 
First, we briefly summarize the Yamagata-Fukushima border swarm (Section 2). 97 
Then, we describe the methods for determining focal mechanisms, apparent moment rate 98 
functions, and rupture parameters (Section 3). The results indicate that half of 𝑀JMA ≥ 2 99 
earthquakes in the swarm have significant unilateral rupture directivities. Then, we 100 
compare directions of rupture propagation and hypocenter migration (Section 4). We also 101 
estimate stress drop of earthquakes by taking the effect of rupture directivity into account. 102 
We show that stress drops are systematically underestimated if neglecting the effects of 103 
rupture directivity (Section 5). Finally, integrating the results of the analyses, we give a 104 
comprehensive picture of dynamics of earthquakes and seismicity in the Yamagata-105 




2. The Yamagata-Fukushima border swarm 108 
Several earthquake swarms were initiated in central Tohoku with a delay of days to 109 
weeks after the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake, although the earthquake reduced the shear 110 
stress magnitude by its static stress change (Yoshida et al., 2012 and 2018). The most 111 
intense earthquake swarm is that on the Yamagata-Fukushima border (Figs. 1 and 2); the 112 
magnitude of the largest event is M 4.6. More than 14,000 earthquakes with M >1 were 113 
detected and listed in the JMA (Japan Meteorological Agency) unified catalog.  114 
Earthquake hypocenters in the Yamagata-Fukushima border swarm were precisely 115 
determined by Yoshida & Hasegawa (2018b) based on the double-difference hypocenter 116 
relocation method (Waldhauser & Ellsworth, 2000) by using numerous differential arrival 117 
time data obtained by waveform cross-correlation (Fig. S1). Also, focal mechanisms of 118 
M >1.2 earthquakes were determined by Yoshida et al. (2016) based on the short-period 119 
waveforms of P-waves. The relocated hypocenters are concentrated along several sharply 120 
defined planes consistent with WNW-ESE compressional reverse-fault focal mechanisms 121 
of individual earthquakes. This suggests that individual small- and moderate-sized 122 
earthquakes occur on the several macroscopic planar structures.  123 
Previous studies suggested that these earthquake sequences were triggered in 124 
response to the increase in pore-pressure due to upwelling fluids specifically due to the 125 
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reduction in EW compressional stress associated with the Tohoku-Oki earthquake 126 
(Terakawa et al., 2013; Okada et al., 2016; Yoshida et al., 2016, 2017, 2018; Yoshida & 127 
Hasegawa, 2008a and b). These earthquake sequences are characterized by their swarm-128 
like seismicity pattern with a distinct migration pattern of hypocenters similar to those 129 
observed for the fluid-injection induced seismicity (Julian et al., 2010; Rutledge et al., 130 
2004; Shapiro et al., 1997). According to the precise hypocenter relocation, these 131 
earthquakes move along several macroscopic planar structures (Yoshida & Hasegawa, 132 
2018a and b). Yoshida & Hasegawa (2018a, b) suggested that crustal fluids started to 133 
move after the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake, permeated into several pre-existing planes, 134 
reduced the fault strengths, and caused the earthquake sequences and the upward 135 
hypocenter migration along the planes. 136 
Previous studies reported temporal changes in focal mechanisms (Yoshida et al., 137 
2016), stress drop, b-values (Yoshida et al., 2017) and background seismicity rate 138 
(Yoshida & Hasegawa, 2018b) in accordance with the fault strength (Yoshida et al., 2016). 139 
They are consistent with the idea that this swarm was triggered by the temporal change 140 
in pore pressure (Fig. 2b–e). 141 
     The focal area of the Yamagata-Fukushima border swarm is surrounded by the 142 
national dense seismic network (Fig. 1b), which enables us to examine the directional 143 
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dependence of the waveform.  144 
 145 
3. Data and methods 146 
We used waveform data derived from the national routine seismic network 147 
deployed around the source region of the swarm (Fig. 1b). The seismic network is 148 
composed of seismic stations of Tohoku University, NIED Hi-net, and V-net. They are 149 
three-component velocity seismometers with natural frequencies of 1 Hz recorded at a 150 
sampling rate of 100 Hz. We attempted to estimate the rupture directivity of 2,271 151 
earthquakes with 𝑀JMA ≥ 2 for the period from 11 March, 2013 to 19 May, 2013, which 152 
were the first 800 days after the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake.  153 
We first determined focal mechanisms of target earthquakes to help constrain the 154 
rupture directivity (Subsection 3.1). We then computed apparent source time functions of 155 
target earthquakes at each station (Subsection 3.2) and estimated the directions and speeds 156 
of ruptures based on the 1-D unilateral rupture model (Haskell, 1964) (Subsection 3.3).  157 
 158 
3.1. Estimation of focal mechanisms 159 
Focal mechanisms are helpful to constrain the direction of rupture propagation. We 160 
estimated focal mechanisms by using the similarity of waveforms for this work. The 161 
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method is described in detail in the Appendix.  162 
We used amplitude ratios of P-, SH-, and SV-waves between a target and a reference 163 
event. We used 918 earthquakes whose focal mechanisms were determined by Yoshida et 164 
al. (2016) for reference events. We computed the moment tensor components of the target 165 
earthquake when amplitude ratio data are obtained at more than eight different stations. 166 
We estimated uncertainty of focal mechanisms based on 2,000 bootstrap method 167 
resamplings. We derived focal mechanisms only when the 90% confidence range of 3-D 168 
rotation angle (Kagan, 1991) is less than 30° from the best-solution. As a result, we 169 
obtained focal mechanisms for 1,285 earthquakes contributing to the total focal 170 
mechanisms number of 2,203 shown in map view in Fig. S2 and in cross-sectional views 171 
along the fault strike in Fig. S3. They are characterized by WNW-ESE compressional 172 
reverse fault mechanisms consistent with the planar structures of the hypocenters. 173 
  174 
3.2. Estimation of apparent source time functions 175 
For deriving information about the rupture directivity of small earthquakes, it is 176 
necessary to handle high-frequency waveforms (a few–a few tens Hz). We adopted the 177 
EGF (empirical green function) method (Hartzell, 1978) for correcting the site- and path-178 
effects by using nearby earthquakes. We refer to earthquakes for which waveforms are 179 
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used for EGF as “EGF events”. Transverse components of direct S-waves are used for the 180 
estimation of the rupture directivity. 181 
We selected EGF events which satisfy the following criteria: (1) Distance from the 182 
target event is <0.5 km according to the relocated catalog. This criterion is stricter than 183 
suggested from a systematic study by Kane et al. (2013a). (2) Mean cross-correlation 184 
coefficients of band-passed waveform (2–5 Hz) between the target and the EGF event are 185 
higher than 0.85 for at least three stations. Similarity of waveform ensures that event 186 
locations are sufficiently close and focal mechanisms are similar (Abercrombie et al., 187 
2016). (3) The magnitude of the EGF is at least 0.8 times smaller than the target 188 
earthquake.  189 
For waveform deconvolution, we used the iterative time-domain approach 190 
developed by Ligorría & Ammon (1999), after Kikuchi & Kanamori (1982). The cut-off 191 
frequency of the low-pass (Butterworth-type) filter used in the algorithm was set to be the 192 
mean corner frequencies of the source spectra of the target and the EGF earthquakes. We 193 
first roughly estimated corner frequency by assuming the stress drop of 1 MPa in 194 
accordance with Yoshida et al. (2017) and the source model of Sato & Hirasawa (1973). 195 
If the obtained apparent source time function can explain more than 80% of the observed 196 
waveforms, we regarded the deconvolution as successful. When there were multiple 197 
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candidates for EGF earthquakes for a target event, we stored multiple apparent source 198 
time functions for the same stations. The rupture directivity was examined only when 199 
apparent moment rate functions are obtained at more than eight different stations. 200 
As a result, we obtained 1,596 earthquakes with apparent moment rate functions at 201 
more than eight different stations. Four examples of the distribution of apparent moment 202 
rate function are shown in Fig. 3. Although shapes of apparent moment rate functions are 203 
similar at nearby stations, directional dependencies of amplitudes and widths of apparent 204 
moment rate functions are obvious: short pulse-widths and high amplitudes toward one 205 
direction, while long pulse-widths and low amplitudes toward the opposite direction. 206 
Such a distribution can be easily explained by the unilateral rupture model. 207 
 208 
 209 
3.3. Estimation of rupture directivity 210 
In order to estimate the rupture directivity, we applied the 1-D unilateral rupture 211 
model (Haskell, 1964) to the distribution of apparent moment rate functions obtained in 212 








?⃗? ∙?⃗? )    (2) 214 
where 𝑇d
𝑢𝑛𝑖 is the apparent rupture duration; 𝐿 is the fault length; 𝑉r and 𝑉S are the 215 
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speeds of rupture and S-wave, respectively; and ?⃗?  and ?⃗?  represent the unit vector of 216 
the rupture propagation and ray direction at the source, respectively. 217 
 To avoid the effect of slight differences of the radiation pattern, we did not rely 218 
on amplitudes but on pulse-widths of apparent moment rate functions in the estimation of 219 
rupture directivity. We used a fit of synthetic triangular pulses to apparent moment rate 220 
functions for the measurement of pulse-widths. We applied the same Butterworth low-221 
pass filter as used for the waveform deconvolution to triangular pulses with variable width. 222 
By changing the half-widths of the triangular pulses by 0.01 s, we computed the cross-223 
correlation coefficient with the apparent moment rate function and obtained the best-fit 224 
pulse-width. We used the mean pulse-width if we had multiple apparent moment rate 225 
functions at the same station for an earthquake. 226 







 which best explain the obtained pulse-widths of apparent moment 228 
rate functions based on Eq. (2). Orientations of the rupture directivity were searched on 229 




1.00 s) by dividing the interval by 100 grids, the ratio 
𝑉r
𝑉𝑠
 (0 – 1.0) between the rupture 231 
velocity and the S-wave velocity by dividing the interval by 50 grids, and the direction of 232 
the rupture propagation on the plane (0–350°) by dividing the interval by 36 grids. The 233 
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evaluation function was defined as follows.  234 
𝑉𝑎𝑟uni = ∑ (𝑇d
𝑢𝑛𝑖(Φi, Θi) − 𝑇d𝑖)
2𝑛
𝑖=1 /𝑛    (3) 235 
where 𝑇d𝑖 is the i-th observation of pulse-width and 𝑛 is the number of the observations. 236 
We selected one nodal plane with higher 𝑉𝑎𝑟uni as the fault plane.  237 
The residual of Eq. (3) was compared with that in the case of the uniform pulse 238 
width 𝑇𝑑̅̅ ̅ 239 
𝑉𝑎𝑟mean = ∑ (𝑇𝑑̅̅ ̅ − 𝑇d𝑖)
2𝑛
𝑖=1 /𝑛    (4) 240 
𝑉𝑅 = 100(1 −
𝑉𝑎𝑟uni
𝑉𝑎𝑟mean
)     (5) 241 
If the rupture is more suitably modeled by a unilateral rupture, 𝑉𝑅 approaches to 100. 242 
Although directional dependencies are clear for all the four earthquakes in Fig. 3, 𝑉𝑅 243 
for three of four earthquakes are approximately 55 %. We regarded that the rupture has 244 
significant unilateral rupture directivity if the reduction of the variance 𝑉𝑅 in Eq. (5) is 245 
higher than 40 %.  246 
We checked the validity of this threshold ( 𝑉𝑅  >40%) based on the Akaike 247 
Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1973; Sakamoto et al., 1986). We assumed that 248 
measurement errors of pulse-width follow a Gaussian distribution. The AIC parameter is 249 
expressed as 𝐴𝐼𝐶 = 𝑛 ln 2𝜋 + 𝑛 ln 𝑆 + 𝑛 + 2(𝑚 + 1) , where 𝑆 and 𝑚 are the sum 250 
of the squared mean residuals and the number of model parameters, respectively. We 251 
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assumed 𝑚 = 1  for the uniform pulse-width model and 𝑚 = 3  for the unilateral 252 
rupture model. We computed the difference of AICs ∆𝐴𝐼𝐶 = 𝐴𝐼𝐶mean − 𝐴𝐼𝐶uni, where 253 
𝐴𝐼𝐶mean and 𝐴𝐼𝐶uni are AICs of the uniform pulse-width model and the unilateral 254 
rupture model, respectively. We regarded the unilateral rupture model to be the better 255 
model when ∆𝐴𝐼𝐶 is positive. Fig. S4 compares the ratios of positive ∆𝐴𝐼𝐶 with 𝑉𝑅 256 
for 1,596 earthquakes. Above 𝑉𝑅 >40 %, ∆𝐴𝐼𝐶 is positive for almost all the event 257 
(>98%). 258 
     We estimated the uncertainty range of directivity parameters for each earthquake 259 
by applying the above procedure to 2,000 simulated datasets. We assumed that estimation 260 
errors of pulse-width follow a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation of the square 261 
root of 𝑉𝑎𝑟uni and produced 2,000 simulated pulse-width datasets. We then determined 262 
the 90% confidence interval of the direction of rupture propagation and rupture velocity. 263 
Fig. 3 includes examples of estimated orientations and errors of rupture propagation thus 264 
determined. We also evaluated the reliability of the fault-plane choice based on the 265 
consistency of 2,000 results. We regarded the fault-plane determination as reliable when 266 
more than 90% of the choices are consistent with the best solution. Fig. 4 (d) shows the 267 
frequency distribution of percentage of choosing the same fault plane as the best solution 268 
for 2,000 simulated data. The percentage is higher than 90% for 321 events, for which we 269 
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could determine the fault planes. 270 
      271 
4. Results of rupture directivity  272 
4.1. Significant proportion of unilateral rupture events 273 
By incorporating the effect of unilateral rupture, residuals in pulse-widths decrease 274 
more than 40% (i.e., 𝑉𝑅 >40%) for approximately 50% of target earthquakes (824 of 275 
1,596 event) as shown by the frequency distribution in Fig. 4 (a). This indicates that half 276 
of 𝑀JMA ≥ 2 earthquakes in the swarm have significant unilateral rupture directivities. 277 
This observation is similar to recent observations in various regions of the world (e.g., 278 
Chen et al., 2003, McGuire, 2004; Yamada et al., 2005; Boatwright, 2007; Seekins & 279 
Boatwright, 2010; Lengline & Got, 2011; Kane et al., 2013b; Kurzon et al., 2014; 015; 280 
Folesky et al., 2016; Abercrombie et al., 2017). Furthermore, taking the heterogeneities 281 
in stress, frictional state, and material properties into account, rupture directivity might 282 
be significant for small earthquakes, as considered for large earthquakes (McGuire, 2002; 283 
Chounet et al., 2018). 284 













 are shown only when the confidence intervals are less than 0.3 (668 events) and 286 
0.025 s (648 events), respectively. We determined M0 by the empirical relationship with 287 
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the JMA magnitude (Edwards & Rietbrock, 2009) and 𝐿 by assuming a 𝑉s of 3,300 m/s. 288 
Rupture duration Tr =
𝐿
𝑉r
 shown in Fig. 4 (f) mostly range from 0.05–0.2 s. Positive 289 
correlations are recognized between Tr and 𝐿 with the seismic moment M0 (Fig. 5a 290 
and b). M0 increases with the cube of Tr and 𝐿, supporting the scaling relationship of 291 
earthquakes (Aki, 1967; Kanamori & Anderson, 1975) and suggesting that 𝑉r is almost 292 
constant with M0.  293 
We need to be careful in interpreting the estimated values of 
𝑉r
𝑉s
 because they are 294 
affected by the lack of signal recorded at the necessary high frequencies due to low-pass 295 
filter, low sampling rate or noise (Abercrombie et al., 2017). They are as well affected by 296 
the assumption of unilateral rupture. We would underestimate the value of 
𝑉r
𝑉s
 if the real 297 




 ranges widely from 0.4–1.0 (Fig. 4e) with a mean value of 0.75, 299 
which is similar to the typical range of 0.6–0.9 (Geller, 1976; Venkataraman & Kanamori, 300 
2004). We observe a slight increase in 
𝑉r
𝑉s
 with magnitude from 2.5–3.1 (Fig. 5c). This 301 
might reflect the acceleration of the rupture with propagation before reaching the terminal 302 
velocity. Furthermore, obtained values of 
𝑉r
𝑉s
 seems to change with time (Fig. S5) in a 303 
similar pattern with fault strength, stress drop, b-value, and background seismicity rate 304 




4.2. Comparison between directions of rupture propagation and hypocenter 307 
migration 308 
Frequency distributions of obtained azimuths and take-off angles of rupture 309 
propagation are shown in Figs. 4 (b) and (c), respectively. The results are used only when 310 
the confidence intervals are less than 30° and VR >40% (684 results for azimuth and 427 311 
results for take-off angle). Although they are diverse, we observe that ruptures avoid 312 
propagating eastward, or in the direction of hypocenter migration (Fig. 2a), for many 313 
earthquakes. Similarly, ruptures tend to proceed downward (< 90° in Fig. 4c) unlike the 314 
orientation of the hypocenter migration (Fig. S1).  315 
There are roughly four clusters in the Yamagata-Fukushima border swarm (Fig. 2a). 316 
Fig. 6 (a) shows the enlarged views of hypocenter migration in the four clusters. To see 317 
the relationship between the orientations of rupture propagation and hypocenter migration 318 
in more detail, we separately show the frequency distributions of rupture azimuth in the 319 
four clusters in Fig. 7. We can see that the dominant orientations of rupture propagation 320 
are different among the clusters. In the western cluster, ruptures tend to propagate to the 321 
north. In the northern and southern clusters, ruptures tend to propagate to the south and 322 
north. In the central cluster, ruptures tend to propagate to the northwest.  323 
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Fig. 7 compares the orientations of hypocenter migration and rupture directivity in 324 
the four clusters. We measured the orientations of hypocenter migration for each M ≥ 1 325 
earthquake by comparing the mean locations of 40 nearby (< 500 m) M ≥ 1 earthquakes 326 
before and after the earthquake. According to the result, ruptures generally do not 327 
propagate in the directions of hypocenter migration. In fact, ruptures appear to avoid 328 
propagating in the directions of hypocenter migration. This tendency is clearly observed 329 
in the western and the northern clusters (Figs. 7a and b), where fault structures are 330 
relatively simply. A consistent tendency can be seen for the other two clusters (Figs. 7c 331 
and d) as well.  332 
The fault structure is the simplest in the western cluster. We separately plotted 333 
rupture propagation directions on the five distinctive macroscopic planes in the western 334 
cluster in Fig. 8 along with hypocenters colored by the timing of occurrence. The 335 
macroscopic hypocenter migrations proceed to the SE to SSE directions along each plane 336 
while ruptures of each earthquake tend to be oriented NNW. Namely, the orientations of 337 
the hypocenter migrations, which probably reflect the migration of pore pressure, are 338 
opposite to those of rupture propagations of individual earthquakes.  339 
Recent observations of rupture directivity of small and moderate-sized earthquakes 340 
suggested the existence of favored orientations of rupture along the same fault (McGuire, 341 
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2004; Boatwright, 2007; Seekins & Boatwright, 2010; Lengline & Got, 2011; Kane et al., 342 
2013b; Kurzon et al., 2014; Calderoni et al., 2015). One likely cause of this is the effect 343 
of the bimaterial substance across the fault. The effects of bimaterial fault interface might 344 
also explain the predominance of unilateral rupture for a global catalog of large 345 
earthquakes (McGuire, 2002; Chounet et al., 2018). The diversity in rupture propagation 346 
directions obtained in the present study, however, suggests that they are affected by other 347 
factors than the bimaterial effect.  348 
Direction of rupture directivity observed in this study tend to avoid the direction of 349 
hypocenter migration, probably reflecting the pore-pressure migration. A similar 350 
observation was recently obtained for the case of the largest earthquake (𝑀𝐿~2) in the 351 
fluid-injection induced seismicity at Basel, Switzerland (Folesky et al., 2016). We 352 
obtained a similar but more robust tendency of the rupture directivity by analyzing more 353 
than 1,500 𝑀𝐽𝑀𝐴 > 2 events from a natural earthquake swarm and by comparing them 354 
with the local hypocenter migrations along the planes. Although Folesky et al. (2016) 355 
reported that rupture propagation directions depend on magnitude in fluid-injection 356 
induced seismicity, we did not recognize a clear relationship of the rupture directivity 357 
with size in the present swarm (Fig. 5d). Since they analyzed smaller earthquakes (𝑀𝐿~1), 358 
the results might reflect smaller-scale heterogeneity in stress and/or strength. 359 
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The observed tendency may be explained by the distribution of strengths on the 360 
fault. Namely, given that the pore pressure diffused from the deeper portion as suggested 361 
by the hypocenter migration (Yoshida & Hasegawa, 2018b), pore pressure is higher with 362 
increasing depth. Fig. 9 shows a schematic illustration of the rupture of each earthquake 363 
and seismicity, that are controlled by the pore pressure distribution.  Lower pore pressure 364 
and hence higher fault strength tend to hinder the propagation of rupture outward of the 365 
pore-pressure front (shallower development) while higher pore pressure tends to allow 366 
rupture to propagate inward. 367 
 368 
5. Temporal change in stress drop 369 
In Section 4, we reported that even small and moderate-sized earthquakes exhibit 370 
significant rupture directivity in the Yamagata-Fukushima border swarm. The 371 
predominance of rupture directivity becomes an obstacle when applying the symmetrical 372 
circular fault model to earthquakes for estimating geophysical parameters such as source 373 
radius, stress drops. Yoshida et al. (2017) estimated a temporal change in stress drop in 374 
this region based on the symmetrical circular fault model of Sato & Hirasawa (1973). In 375 
this section, we re-examined the temporal variation in stress drop in the Yamagata-376 




5.1. Determination of stress drop based on a general circular fault model 379 
For estimating the stress drop, we approximated earthquake faults by growth of 380 
self-similar circular crack similarly to Sato & Hirasawa (1973). We specified the slip 381 
inside the crack by employing the static solution of Eshelby (1957) at every instant in 382 
time. Instead of assuming ruptures always initiate at the center of the crack as done by 383 
Sato & Hirasawa (1973), we allowed ruptures to initiate in an arbitrary point inside the 384 
crack based on a special case (circular fault) of the general crack model of Dong & 385 
Papageorgiou (2003). In the model, the radius of rupture increases with a constant 386 
velocity (𝑉r’) while the center of the rupture front moves to the center of the fault. The 387 
slip stops when the rupture front reaches the edge of the fault at 𝑡 = 𝑟/𝑉r′. The rupture 388 
front propagates with the maximum velocity of 𝑉rmax = (1 + 𝑟′)𝑉r′ toward the center of 389 
the fault while it propagates with the minimum velocity of (1 − 𝑟′)𝑉r′  toward the 390 
opposite direction. Here, 𝑟′ is the ratio between the distance of the initiation points from 391 
the center and the fault radius 𝑟.  392 
We computed the apparent moment rate functions by using the analytical solution 393 
derived by Dong & Papageorgiou (2003) and measured the pulse-widths for comparing 394 
with the observation. We used the same data, same procedure, and same evaluation 395 
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function (Eq. 5) described in Subsection 3.2 to determine the source parameters. Unlike 396 
the 1-D unilateral rupture model, we grid-searched the radius of the circular fault, the 397 
maximum rupture velocity, and the initiation point of rupture that best explain observed 398 
pulse-widths. We changed the radius of circular fault 𝑟 (0.01–1.00 km) by dividing the 399 
interval by 100 grids, the ratio 
𝑉rmax
𝑉𝑠
 (0–1.0) between the maximum rupture velocity and 400 
the S-wave velocity by dividing the interval by 50 grids, the ratios 𝑟′ (0.0–1.0) between 401 
the distance of the initiation points from the center to the fault radius by dividing the 402 
interval by 20 grids, and the direction of the rupture propagation on the plane (0–350°) 403 
by dividing the interval by 36 grid. 404 
Radii of circular fault thus determined for 1,596 earthquakes are shown by the 405 
frequency distribution in Fig. 10 (a) and by the relationship with magnitude in Fig. 10 (b). 406 
Source radii have a positive correlation with magnitude, which is similar to the case of 407 
the 1-D unilateral rupture model (Fig. 5b). Rupture initiation points tend to be located in 408 
the edge of the fault (r’~1) (Figs. 10 c and d), which supports the validity of the unilateral 409 
rupture model in Section 4. We observe a slight increase in 
𝑉r
𝑉s
 with magnitude (Fig. 10f) 410 
as similar to the results of the unilateral rupture model (Fig. 5c). 411 




∆σ = (7 16⁄ )(𝑀0 𝑟
3⁄ )    (6) 414 
where ∆σ is the stress drop.  415 
 416 
5.2. Results of stress drop 417 
     Fig. 11 (a) shows the frequency distribution of stress drops thus obtained for 1,596 418 
events. The median value is 5.6 MPa, which is a few times larger than that obtained by 419 
Yoshida et al. (2017). For comparison, we computed stress drop by fixing 
𝑉rmax
𝑉𝑠
= 0.9 420 
and r’=0 which corresponds to the model used by Yoshida et al. (2017) and showed the 421 
result in Fig. 11 (c). In this case, estimated values of stress drop decrease (Fig. 11i; the 422 
median value is 1.9 MPa) and become similar to those by Yoshida et al. (2017). Residuals 423 
of pulse-width, however, are significantly high (VR is distributed around 0 %; Fig. 11f) 424 
because this model ignores the directional dependency of apparent moment rate function. 425 
On the other hand, if we computed stress drop by fixing 
𝑉rmax
𝑉𝑠
= 0.9  but allowing 426 
asymmetrical rupture propagation (r’>0), obtained stress drops (Fig. 11b) and residuals 427 
(Fig. 11e) are not very different from those obtained by changing all the parameters (Figs. 428 
11a and d). This indicates that the difference of estimated stress drops by Yoshida et al. 429 
(2017) and in this study mainly comes from the incorrect assumption of the symmetrical 430 
rupture propagation adopted by Yoshida et al. (2017). These results demonstrate the 431 
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importance of taking the effects of rupture directivity into account for estimating stress 432 
drop. 433 
    We compared obtained stress drop with time in Fig. 12 (a). Median stress drops were 434 
computed in 25 time-windows having the same number of results. The 95% confidence 435 
intervals are estimated based on the standard deviations. Stress drops are small (~ 3 MPa) 436 
at the beginning of the swarm activity, and increase with time for ~50 days, after which 437 
they become nearly constant (~ 10 MPa). This temporal pattern is consistent with that 438 
reported by Yoshida et al. (2017) (Fig. 2c) although the obtained values are systematically 439 




= 0.9 (Fig. 12b) and 
𝑉rmax
𝑉𝑠
= 0.9 and r’=0 (Fig. 12c). 441 
 442 
 443 
6. Discussion  444 
6.1. Fault planes of small and earthquakes and macroscopic hypocenter alignments 445 
Rupture directivity is one of the most significant pieces of information about the 446 
fault plane of individual earthquake. We examined the relationship between the 447 
macroscopic hypocenter alignments and fault planes of individual earthquakes in the 448 
Yamagata-Fukushima border swarm directly by employing the rupture directivity. 449 
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Orientations of fault planes are separately shown by cross-sectional views in the 450 
four clusters in Fig 6 (b). The planar structure of the hypocenter is the clearest in the 451 
western cluster, in which most of fault planes dip to the west and parallel to the 452 
macroscopic planar structure of the hypocenters. Fault structure is also relatively simple 453 
in the northern and central clusters. Fig. 13 shows cross-sectional views of fault planes 454 
and hypocenter alignments in the northern to central part of the focal region in more detail 455 
along the lines A-P in Fig. 2 (a). Most fault planes are parallel to the west dipping 456 
macroscopic planar structures of hypocenters also in this case. This suggests that most of 457 
small and moderate-sized earthquakes in the swarm occurred using those common planar 458 
structures. This observation is consistent with the hypothesis that this earthquake swarm 459 
is caused by the intrusion of fluids from the deeper into several existing planar structures 460 
(Yoshida & Hasegawa, 2018b).  461 
By contrast, there are some earthquakes with fault planes perpendicular to the 462 
hypocenter alignments. This suggests that there exist branching faults continuing from 463 
the dominant faults, and earthquakes also occur along these planes. Some of them might 464 
facilitate the upward movement of fluids by connecting the dominant planes. Fault planes 465 
in the deeper portion tend to be perpendicular to the macroscopic hypocenter alignments 466 
(cross-sections E–H in Fig. 13). They correspond to earthquakes with abnormal fault focal 467 
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mechanisms reported by Yoshida et al. (2016) in the initial phase (< ~ 50 days after the 468 
2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake). They suggested that these earthquakes were caused by 469 
unfavorably-oriented faults due to the elevated pore pressure. The present observation 470 
supports that earthquakes in the initial stage occur on various small-scale fault planes 471 
rather than the dominant fault planes. 472 
Fault planes in the southern part of the source region show more complex fault 473 
structures in accordance with the hypocenter distribution (Fig. 6b). By taking the 474 
limitation of the resolution of hypocenter relocation into account, information from the 475 
rupture directivity can be unique data for understanding the fault planes of small and 476 
moderate-sized earthquakes. 477 
 478 
6.2. Integrated understanding of seismicity and rupture processes in the Yamagata-479 
Fukushima border swarm 480 
The temporal change in stress drop (Fig. 12) is in accordance with those of the fault 481 
strength (Fig. 2b), background seismicity rate (Fig. 2d), and b-value (Fig. 2e). Yoshida et 482 
al. (2017) and Yoshida & Hasegawa (2018b) suggested that the systematic temporal 483 
changes in these parameters together with the upward hypocenter migration can be 484 
understood in a consistent manner by the effects of upward fluid diffusion after the 2011 485 
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Tohoku-Oki earthquake. Namely, (1) Due to the E-W extension caused by the 2011 486 
Tohoku-Oki earthquake (Yoshida et al., 2012), high-pressure fluid moved from the deeper 487 
level and intruded into the source region. (2) The high pore pressure considerably 488 
decreased the effective normal stress, decreased the fault strength, and caused intensive 489 
seismicity in the region. (3) The reduction in fault strength made earthquake occurrence 490 
more likely, even though the stress did not reach high levels, which resulted in a high rate 491 
of occurrence of smaller earthquakes. (4) As time elapsed (> 100 days from the Tohoku-492 
Oki earthquake), the fluid diffused over the region, expanding the active swarm area. (5) 493 
This expansion decreased the pore pressure, resulting in an increase in the fault strength 494 
and the decrease in the earthquake number and b-value around the pore-pressure fronts. 495 
Furthermore, we consider that the characteristics of rupture propagations obtained 496 
in this study can be explained by the spatial variation in fault strength due to the pore-497 
pressure migration in a consistent manner with systematic temporal changes in fault 498 
strength, stress drop, background seismicity rate, b-values, and upward hypocenter 499 
migration. We observed that the orientations of rupture propagation are approximately 500 
opposite to those of the hypocenter migration and the pore-pressure migration. This 501 
observation is consistent with ruptures of each earthquake being hindered from shallower 502 
development due to higher fault strength ahead of the pore-pressure front. Since 503 
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earthquakes (and possible aseismic slips) already occurred in the deeper portion along the 504 
plane, shear stress decreased there. The complex distribution of stress and strength along 505 
the fault planes thus produced might have caused some diversity seen in the rupture 506 
propagation directions. 507 
The temporal change in stress drop may be explained by considering that it reflects 508 
the change in effective normal stress. Yoshida et al. (2017) used the following simplified 509 
relationship to explain the obtained correlation between fault strength 𝜏0 and stress drop 510 
∆𝜎:  511 
𝜏0 = 𝜇𝑠𝜎𝑛
𝑒𝑓𝑓
    (6)  512 





)𝜏0   (7)  513 
where 𝜇𝑠 , 𝜇𝑑 , and 𝜎𝑛
𝑒𝑓𝑓
  are the static frictional coefficient, kinematic frictional 514 
coefficient, and effective normal stress, respectively. Previous studies of fluid-injection 515 
induced seismicity support the correlation between stress drops and effective normal 516 
stress (Goertz-Allmann et al., 2011; Lengliné et al., 2014). 517 
By taking the finite rupture area into account, this simplification might no longer 518 
be valid because initial shear stress 𝜏𝑖𝑛𝑖 should be smaller than 𝜏0 = 𝜇𝑠𝜎𝑛
𝑒𝑓𝑓
 except for 519 
at the hypocenter. In this case, we should assume ∆𝜎 = 𝜏𝑖𝑛𝑖 − 𝜇𝑑𝜎𝑛
𝑒𝑓𝑓
  in the 520 
surrounding area. This equation implies a negative correlation between stress drop and 521 
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effective normal stress.  522 
     As an alternative method, we might explain the positive relationship between stress 523 
drop and fault strength by considering the small-scale stochastic heterogeneity in shear 524 
stress (𝜏𝑖𝑛𝑖 ) in the focal region. Earthquakes can occur even under relatively low 525 
magnitudes of shear stress when pore-pressure level is high and effective normal stress is 526 
low. By contrast, earthquakes can only occur in higher shear stress region when the pore-527 
pressure level is lower. This suggests that the mean value of shear stress increased during 528 
the pore-pressure diffusion, which might have produced the obtained positive relationship 529 
between stress drop and fault strength. In fact, Yoshida et al. (2016) suggested that 530 
earthquakes occurred on unfavorably-oriented faults, on which shear-stress magnitude is 531 
low, especially in the initial stage of this swarm activity. 532 
 533 
7. Conclusion 534 
In this study, we investigated the rupture directivities of small and moderate-sized 535 
earthquakes in the Yamagata-Fukushima border earthquake swarm, which was estimated 536 
to be triggered by upward fluid movement after the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. We 537 
utilized the dense nationwide seismic network in Japan to estimate the rupture directivity 538 
of small- and moderate-size earthquakes (𝑀JMA ≥ 2).  539 
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Apparent source time functions were computed for 1,596 earthquakes at each 540 
station based on the waveform deconvolution technique with nearby (<300 m) small 541 
earthquakes to remove the propagation- and site-effects. We found clear directional 542 
dependences of the peak amplitude and the pulse-width in the apparent source time 543 
functions, suggesting the earthquake rupture directivity, for 824 of 1,596 event.  544 
Based on the unilateral rupture model, we estimated the direction, duration, and 545 
velocity of rupture for each earthquake. Rupture directions of most earthquakes tend to 546 
be different from those of the hypocenter migration. This difference between the 547 
microscopic and macroscopic propagations of rupture might be explained by the spatial 548 
variation in the fault strength on the fault; ruptures of each earthquake are hindered in 549 
their development toward the region with higher fault strength ahead of the pore-pressure 550 
front. This suggests the importance of the knowledge of spatial variation in fault strength 551 
affected by pore pressure to understand source processes.  552 
Fault planes of small and moderate-sized earthquakes were estimated based on 553 
focal mechanism and rupture directivity. Most of the fault planes are parallel to the 554 
macroscopic planar structures, which is consistent with the idea that they were triggered 555 
by fluid intrusion along those common planar structures. By taking the limitation of the 556 
resolution of hypocenter relocation, information from the rupture directivity can provide 557 
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unique data for understanding the fault planes of small and moderate-sized earthquakes. 558 
We confirmed the temporal increase in stress drop reported by Yoshida et al. (2017) 559 
by taking the effect of rupture directivity into account, although the obtained values are 560 
systematically higher in the present study. The systematic temporal changes in fault 561 
strength, stress drop, background seismicity rate, b-values, the upward hypocenter 562 
migration along the planar structures, and the rupture directivity opposite to the 563 
hypocenter migration can be explained in a consistent manner by the effects of the upward 564 
fluid flow along several existing planes after the 2011 M9 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. 565 
 566 
Appendix 567 
We determined the focal mechanism to obtain information about fault planes of 568 
individual earthquakes. For that, we used amplitudes of direct P- and S-wave corrected 569 
by those of a reference earthquake whose focal mechanism is known. We adopted a 570 
similar method to Dahm (1996), which utilizes amplitude ratios of P-, SH-, and SV-waves 571 
by assuming that the medium in the vicinity of the source is homogeneous and isotropic. 572 
The displacement component 𝑢𝑖









P:  𝑎i1 = −sin
2 𝜃𝑖 cos 2𝜑𝑖 , 𝑎i2 = −sin
2 𝜃𝑖 sin 2𝜑𝑖 , 𝑎i3 = sin 2𝜃𝑖 cos 𝜑𝑖 , 𝑎i4 =576 
sin 2𝜃𝑖 sin 𝜑𝑖, 𝑎i5 = sin
2 𝜃𝑖 − 2 cos
2 𝜑𝑖, 𝑎i6 = 1,  577 
SH:  𝑎i1 = −sin 𝜃𝑖 sin 2𝜑𝑖 , 𝑎i2 = −sin 𝜃𝑖 cos 2𝜑𝑖 , 𝑎i3 = −cos 𝜃𝑖 sin𝜑𝑖 , 𝑎i4 =578 
cos 𝜃𝑖 sin𝜑𝑖, 𝑎i5 = 0, 𝑎i6 = 0,  579 
SV:  𝑎i1 = −
1
2
sin 2𝜃𝑖 cos 2𝜑𝑖 , 𝑎i2 =
1
2
sin 2𝜃𝑖 sin 2𝜑𝑖 , 𝑎i3 = cos 2𝜃𝑖 cos 𝜑𝑖 , 𝑎i4 =580 
cos 2𝜃𝑖 sin𝜑𝑖, 𝑎i5 =
3
2
sin 2𝜃𝑖, 𝑎i6 = 0,  581 
and 582 




𝑀11) − 𝑀33), 𝑚6 =
1
3
(𝑀11 + 𝑀22 + 𝑀33) 584 
where 𝑀𝑙𝑚 are the moment tensor components, and 𝜑𝑖 and 𝜃𝑖 are the azimuth and 585 
take-off angle of the ith ray (Dahm, 1996). 𝐼𝑖
𝑛 includes the site- and path-effects. We 586 
cancel out 𝐼𝑖
𝑛 in Eq. (1) by considering amplitude ratios between a target event and a 587 
reference event. By substituting the moment tensor components of the reference event, 588 
we obtain a set of linear equations that relate the moment tensor components of the target 589 
events to amplitude ratio data. To validate the assumption for cancelling out 𝐼𝑖
𝑛 and to 590 
obtain the amplitude ratios robustly, amplitude ratio data are discarded if the two 591 
waveforms are not similar (cross correlation coefficient less than 0.6). We use low-592 
frequency (2–5 Hz) waveforms for avoiding the effect of rupture directivity and measure 593 
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the amplitude ratio by a principal component fit (Shelly et al., 2013). If amplitude ratio 594 
data are obtained at more than eight different seismic stations, we compute the moment 595 
tensor components by applying the least square method to the set of linear equations. 596 
Moment tensor components of the reference event were computed under the 597 
assumption that they have no non-double-couple components. We limited distance 598 
between a target and a reference event to <3 km. We computed 2,000 focal mechanisms 599 
for each target event based on bootstrap resampling of amplitude ratio data. Difference of 600 
focal mechanisms from the best-solution is measured by the 3-D rotation angle (Kagan, 601 
1991). If the 90 % confidence region was larger than 30°, we discarded the result. Thus, 602 
moment tensor solutions of 1,285 MJMA ≥ 2 events were determined.  603 
Fig. A1 shows an example of applying this method to an aftershock of the 2008 604 
Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake. The focal mechanism of this earthquake was precisely 605 
determined by Yoshida et al. (2014) based on P-wave first-motion polarity data owing to 606 
the temporal seismic network (Fig. A1a). We newly determined the focal mechanism of 607 
this earthquake by the above procedure using only the routine seismic network data. The 608 
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Figure 1. The earthquake swarm in the Yamagata-Fukushima border. The blue rectangle 852 
indicates the focal region of the swarm. Red and gray circles denote 853 
shallow earthquakes (z <40 km) before and after the 2011 Tohoku-Oki 854 
earthquake, respectively. (a) The distribution of hypocenters before and 855 
after the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. Gray circles denote shallow 856 
earthquakes before the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. The black contours 857 
show the coseismic slip distribution of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake 858 
determined by Iinuma et al. (2012). The dashed line rectangle indicates the 859 
range of (b). (b) The distribution of seismic stations around the source 860 
region of the Yamagata-Fukushima border swarm. Stations used in this 861 
study are shown by crosses. 862 





Figure 2. Temporal changes in the Yamagata-Fukushima border swarm. (a) Map view 866 
showing hypocenter migration. Dots show hypocenters of earthquakes. 867 
Time elapsed after the Tohoku-Oki earthquake is shown by the color scale. 868 
The thin line denotes the border line between Yamagata and Fukushima 869 
prefectures. (b)–(e) Temporal variations in (b) fault strength, (c) stress drop, 870 
(d) background seismicity rate, and (e) b-value. The horizontal lines show 871 
the time periods from which data were taken for computation of the 872 
corresponding values. Data for frictional strengths are from Yoshida et al. 873 
(2016), those for stress drops and b-values are from Yoshida et al. (2017), 874 
and those for background seismicity rate are from Yoshida & Hasegawa 875 
(2018b). 876 





Figure 3. Four examples of the distribution of apparent moment rate functions. (a) 880 
Apparent moment rate functions plotted on the locations of seismic stations. 881 
Black arrows represent the azimuths of rupture directivity based on the 882 
unilateral rupture model. Tick marks denote 0.1 s intervals. (b) 883 
Relationships between azimuth of the seismic stations and the pulse widths 884 
of apparent moment rate functions. (c) Relationships between the angles 885 
between the ray and rupture, and the pulse widths of apparent moment rate 886 
functions. (d) Confidence regions of rupture propagation direction shown 887 
on the beach-balls. Crosses show the seismic stations. White squares shows 888 
the best-fit direction of rupture propagation. Black squares show results 889 
from 2,000 computations based on the bootstrap resampling. The results are 890 
shown in the left-beach ball (lower-hemisphere projection) when the ray or 891 
the rupture is downward. They are shown on the right-beach ball (upper-892 
hemisphere projection) when the ray or the rupture is upward.  893 





Figure 4. Results of applying the 1-D unilateral rupture model. They are shown by 897 
frequency distribution. (a) Variance reduction (VR), (b) azimuth of rupture 898 
propagation, (c) take-off angle of rupture propagation, (d) consistency of 899 
nodal plane choice, (e) Rupture velocity divided by S-wave velocity 900 
(Vr/Vs), (f) Rupture length divided by rupture speed (L/Vr). Azimuth, 901 
takeoff angle, Vr/Vs, and L/Vr are shown only when the variance reduction 902 
in (a) is higher than 40%. 903 





Figure 5. Comparisons of the results of applying the 1-D unilateral rupture model with 907 
the magnitude and the seismic moment. (a) seismic moment versus source 908 
duration, (b) seismic moment versus fault length, (c) magnitude versus 909 
VR/Vs, (d) magnitude versus azimuth. Crosses represent individual values. 910 
The blue circles show the mean values at each seismic moment and 911 
magnitude. 912 





Figure 6. Hypocenter migrations and fault plane orientations in the four clusters. (a) 916 
Locations of hypocenters are shown in map view. The circle diameter 917 
corresponds to the circular fault size when the stress drop is 3 MPa. (b) 918 
Fault planes chosen based on the rupture directivity. Colors indicate the 919 
occurrence timing of earthquakes according to the color scale. Bar length 920 
corresponds to the angle of the maximum dip of the fault plane with the 921 
cross-section. 922 






Figure 7. Comparison between the orientations of hypocenter migration and rupture 927 
propagation in the four clusters. Left: Frequency distribution of migration 928 
azimuth of hypocenters. Middle: Frequency distribution of azimuth of 929 
rupture propagation. Right: Comparison of frequency distributions of 930 
hypocenter migration and rupture. 931 






Figure 8. Orientations of rupture directivity and hypocenter migration on the five 936 
distinct planar structures in the western cluster. Five columns correspond to 937 
the five planes. (a)–(e): Hypocenters shown in the cross-sectional views 938 
along the lines in (f)–(j). (f)–(j): hypocenters shown in the map views. (k)–939 
(o): rose diagrams showing the relative frequency of rupture propagation 940 
directions.  941 





Figure 9.  A schematic illustration explaining the relationship of directions between the 945 
rupture propagation and the hypocenter migration. Pore-pressure migrates 946 
along the plane together with hypocenters. Lower pore pressure and hence 947 
higher fault strength tend to hinder the propagation of rupture outward of 948 
the pore-pressure front (shallower development) while higher pore pressure 949 
tends to allow rupture to propagate inward. 950 






Figure 10. Results of applying the asymmetrical circular crack model. (a) Frequency 955 
distributions of fault radii and (b) their relationship with magnitude. (c) 956 
Frequency distributions of relative distance of the initiation points from the 957 
center to the fault radius, and (d) their relationship with magnitude. (e) 958 
Frequency distributions of ratios between the maximum rupture velocity 959 
and the S-wave velocity, and (f) their relationship with magnitude. The blue 960 
circles represent the mean value at each magnitude.  961 






Figure 11. Results of stress drop. (a), (b), and (c) show frequency distribution of stress 966 
drops estimated based on the asymmetrical circular crack model, those 967 
based on the asymmetrical circular crack model with constant Vr/Vs=0.9, 968 
and those based on the symmetrical circular crack model with constant 969 
Vr/Vs=0.9, respectively. (d), (e) and (f) show frequency distribution of 970 
variance reduction of the corresponding models. (g) Comparison between 971 
stress drops based on the asymmetrical model (a) and those based on the 972 
asymmetrical model (b) with constant Vr/Vs=0.9 of same events. (h) 973 
Comparison between stress drops based on the asymmetrical model (b) and 974 
those based on the symmetrical model (c) of same events. (i) Comparison 975 
between stress drops based on the asymmetrical model (a) and those based 976 
on the symmetrical model (c) of same events. 977 





Figure 12. Temporal changes in stress drop. Gray dots represent the individual results. 981 
Blue circles and vertical values are the median values and the 95 % 982 
confidence interval, respectively. (a) stress drop estimated based on the 983 
asymmetrical circular crack model. (b) stress drop estimated based on the 984 
asymmetrical circular crack model with constant Vr/Vs=0.9. (c) stress drop 985 
estimated based on the symmetrical circular crack model with constant 986 
Vr/Vs = 0.9. 987 





Figure 13. Orientations of fault planes and hypocenter distribution in the northern and 991 
southern cluster. Blue bars indicate the orientation of fault planes. Bar 992 
length corresponds to the angle of the maximum dip of fault plane with the 993 
cross-section. 994 




Figure A1. An example of applying the focal mechanism determination method used in 997 
this study. (a) Focal mechanisms determined by Yoshida et al. (2014) (left) 998 
and in this study (right) are shown beach-balls. Black and white circles in 999 
the left beach-ball represent first-motion polarity data (up and down, 1000 
respectively). The gray curves in the right figure indicate 1,000 solutions 1001 
based on the bootstrap resampling. The beach-ball on the lower left 1002 
indicates the reference focal mechanism listed in the JMA catalog. (b) 1003 
Comparison between observed and theoretical amplitude ratio data. (c) 1004 
Examples of waveform data. Red waveforms represent the waveforms of 1005 
the reference event, and black represents waveforms of the target event 1006 
divided by the predicted amplitude ratio of the two earthquakes. 1007 
 1008 
 1009 
  1010 
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Figure Captions 1011 
Figure 1. The earthquake swarm in the Yamagata-Fukushima border. The blue rectangle 1012 
indicates the focal region of the swarm. Red and gray circles denote 1013 
shallow earthquakes (z <40 km) before and after the 2011 Tohoku-Oki 1014 
earthquake, respectively. (a) The distribution of hypocenters before and 1015 
after the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. Gray circles denote shallow 1016 
earthquakes before the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. The black contours 1017 
show the coseismic slip distribution of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake 1018 
determined by Iinuma et al. (2012). The dashed line rectangle indicates the 1019 
range of (b). (b) The distribution of seismic stations around the source 1020 
region of the Yamagata-Fukushima border swarm. Stations used in this 1021 
study are shown by crosses. 1022 
 1023 
Figure 2. Temporal changes in the Yamagata-Fukushima border swarm. (a) Map view 1024 
showing hypocenter migration. Dots show hypocenters of earthquakes. 1025 
Time elapsed after the Tohoku-Oki earthquake is shown by the color scale. 1026 
The thin line denotes the border line between Yamagata and Fukushima 1027 
prefectures. (b)–(e) Temporal variations in (b) frictional strength, (c) stress 1028 
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drop, (d) background seismicity rate, and (e) b-value. The horizontal lines 1029 
show the time periods from which data were taken for computation of the 1030 
corresponding values. Data for frictional strengths are from Yoshida et al. 1031 
(2016), those for stress drops and b-values are from Yoshida et al. (2017), 1032 
and those for background seismicity rate are from Yoshida & Hasegawa 1033 
(2018b). 1034 
 1035 
Figure 3. Four examples of the distribution of apparent moment rate functions. (a) 1036 
Apparent moment rate functions plotted on the locations of seismic stations. 1037 
Black arrows represent the azimuths of rupture directivity based on the 1038 
unilateral rupture model. Tick marks denote 0.1 s intervals. (b) 1039 
Relationships between azimuth of the seismic stations and the pulse widths 1040 
of apparent moment rate functions. (c) Relationships between the angles 1041 
between the ray and rupture, and the pulse widths of apparent moment rate 1042 
functions. (d) Confidence regions of rupture propagation direction shown 1043 
on the beach-balls. Crosses show the seismic stations. White squares show 1044 
the best-fit direction of rupture propagation. Black squares show results 1045 
from 2,000 computations based on the bootstrap resampling. The results are 1046 
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shown in the left-beach ball (lower-hemisphere projection) when the ray or 1047 
the rupture is downward. They are shown on the right-beach ball (upper-1048 
hemisphere projection) when the ray or the rupture is upward.  1049 
 1050 
Figure 4. Results of applying the 1-D unilateral rupture model. They are shown by 1051 
frequency distribution. (a) Variance reduction (VR), (b) azimuth of rupture 1052 
propagation, (c) take-off angle of rupture propagation, (d) consistency of 1053 
nodal plane choice, (e) Rupture velocity divided by S-wave velocity 1054 
(Vr/Vs), (f) Rupture length divided by rupture speed (L/Vr). Azimuth, 1055 
takeoff angle, Vr/Vs, and L/Vr are shown only when the variance reduction 1056 
in (a) is higher than 40%. 1057 
 1058 
Figure 5. Comparisons of the results of applying the 1-D unilateral rupture model with 1059 
the magnitude and the seismic moment. (a) seismic moment versus source 1060 
duration, (b) seismic moment versus fault length, (c) magnitude versus 1061 
VR/Vs, (d) magnitude versus azimuth. Crosses represent individual values. 1062 





Figure 6. Hypocenter migrations and fault plane orientations in the four clusters. (a) 1066 
Locations of hypocenters are shown in map view. The circle diameter 1067 
corresponds to the circular fault size when the stress drop is 3 MPa. (b) 1068 
Fault planes chosen based on the rupture directivity. Colors indicate the 1069 
occurrence timing of earthquakes according to the color scale. Bar length 1070 
corresponds to the angle of the maximum dip of the fault plane with the 1071 
cross-section. 1072 
 1073 
Figure 7. Comparison between the orientations of hypocenter migration and rupture 1074 
propagation in the four clusters. Left: Frequency distribution of migration 1075 
azimuth of hypocenters. Middle: Frequency distribution of azimuth of 1076 
rupture propagation. Right: Comparison of frequency distributions of 1077 
hypocenter migration and rupture. 1078 
 1079 
Figure 8. Orientations of rupture directivity and hypocenter migration on the five 1080 
distinct planar structures in the western cluster. Five columns correspond to 1081 
the five planes. (a)–(e): Hypocenters shown in the cross-sectional views 1082 
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along the lines in (f)–(j). (f)–(j): hypocenters shown in the map views. (k)–1083 
(o): rose diagrams showing the relative frequency of rupture propagation 1084 
directions.  1085 
 1086 
Figure 9.  A schematic illustration explaining the relationship of directions between the 1087 
rupture propagation and the hypocenter migration. Pore-pressure migrates 1088 
along the plane together with hypocenters. Lower pore pressure and hence 1089 
higher fault strength tend to hinder the propagation of rupture outward of 1090 
the pore-pressure front (shallower development) while higher pore pressure 1091 
tends to allow rupture to propagate inward. 1092 
 1093 
Figure 10. Results of applying the asymmetrical circular crack model. (a) Frequency 1094 
distributions of fault radii and (b) their relationship with magnitude. (c) 1095 
Frequency distributions of relative distance of the initiation points from the 1096 
center to the fault radius, and (d) their relationship with magnitude. (e) 1097 
Frequency distributions of ratios between the maximum rupture velocity 1098 
and the S-wave velocity, and (f) their relationship with magnitude. The blue 1099 




Figure 11. Results of stress drop. (a), (b), and (c) show frequency distribution of stress 1102 
drops estimated based on the asymmetrical circular crack model, those 1103 
based on the asymmetrical circular crack model with constant Vr/Vs=0.9, 1104 
and those based on the symmetrical circular crack model with constant 1105 
Vr/Vs=0.9, respectively. (d), (e) and (f) show frequency distribution of 1106 
variance reduction of the corresponding models. (g) Comparison between 1107 
stress drops based on the asymmetrical model (a) and those based on the 1108 
asymmetrical model (b) with constant Vr/Vs=0.9 of same events. (h) 1109 
Comparison between stress drops based on the asymmetrical model (b) and 1110 
those based on the symmetrical model (c) of same events. (i) Comparison 1111 
between stress drops based on the asymmetrical model (a) and those based 1112 
on the symmetrical model (c) of same events. 1113 
 1114 
Figure 12. Temporal changes in stress drop. Gray dots represent the individual results. 1115 
Blue circles and vertical values are the median values and the 95 % 1116 
confidence interval, respectively. (a) stress drop estimated based on the 1117 
asymmetrical circular crack model. (b) stress drop estimated based on the 1118 
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asymmetrical circular crack model with constant Vr/Vs=0.9. (c) stress drop 1119 
estimated based on the symmetrical circular crack model with constant 1120 
Vr/Vs = 0.9. 1121 
 1122 
Figure 13. Orientations of fault planes and hypocenter distribution in the northern and 1123 
southern cluster. Blue bars indicate the orientation of fault planes. Bar 1124 
length corresponds to the angle of the maximum dip of fault plane with the 1125 
cross-section. 1126 
 1127 
Figure A1. An example of applying the focal mechanism determination method used in 1128 
this study. (a) Focal mechanisms determined by Yoshida et al. (2014) (left) 1129 
and in this study (right) are shown beach-balls. Black and white circles in 1130 
the left beach-ball represent first-motion polarity data (up and down, 1131 
respectively). The gray curves in the right figure indicate 1,000 solutions 1132 
based on the bootstrap resampling. The beach-ball on the lower left 1133 
indicates the reference focal mechanism listed in the JMA catalog. (b) 1134 
Comparison between observed and theoretical amplitude ratio data. (c) 1135 
Examples of waveform data. Red waveforms represent the waveforms of 1136 
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the reference event, and black represents waveforms of the target event 1137 
divided by the predicted amplitude ratio of the two earthquakes. 1138 
  1139 
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Supplementary Figures 1140 
Figure S1. Distribution of the hypocenters relocated in this study. Blue dots represent 1141 
the hypocenters. The 36 figures show across-fault vertical cross-sections 1142 
along the lines shown in Fig. 2 (a). Their colors show the occurrence time 1143 
in accordance with Fig. 2(a). 1144 
 1145 
Figure S2. Distribution of focal mechanisms shown in map view. Focal mechanisms are 1146 
shown by “beach balls”. Red, green, and blue “beach balls” denote thrust, 1147 
strike-slip, and normal fault types of focal mechanisms, respectively, whose 1148 
plunges of T, P, and B axes were greater than 45°. 1149 
 1150 
Figure S3.  Distribution of focal mechanisms shown in cross-sectional view. Locations 1151 
of cross-sections are shown in Fig. S2. Red, green, and blue “beach balls” 1152 
denote thrust, strike-slip, and normal fault types of focal mechanisms, 1153 
respectively, whose plunges of T, P, and B axes were greater than 45°. 1154 
 1155 
Figure S4. Comparison of VR with ∆AIC. (a) ∆AIC against VR for each event. (b) 1156 
Percentage of positive ∆AIC above corresponding VR. 1157 
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Figure S5. Temporal changes in Vr/Vs. Gray dots represent the individual results. 1158 
Median stress drops were computed in 25 time-windows having the same 1159 
number of results. Blue circles and vertical values are the median values 1160 
and the 95 % confidence interval, respectively.  1161 
 1162 
